
The strategy says “We want to see communities that are more socially cohesive and economically 
robust, and in which residents experience improved physical and mental wellbeing as a result of 
investment in culture.” We ask how this is possible without healthy environments in which Earth’s 
living systems are protected? 

References to the following are completely missing:

                                         - an emergency response to the planetary crisis
                                         - a                                          - a recognition of the importance of ecological literacy
                                         - anticipating the threats to the future health and wellbeing of 
                                            children and people
                                         - acknowledging the systems of oppression and injustice - colonialism, 
                                            racism and sexism - that perpetuate the crisis 
                                         - championing the power of arts and culture to reimagine vivid and 
                                            compelling stories of how we might live with one another and the planet

In short, In short, the strategy neither addresses the urgency of the climate and ecological emergency 
nor grasps the chance to trumpet boldly the pivotal role arts and culture play in bringing 
about societal changes needed to avert disaster. Artists and organisations are already proving 
to be proactive innovators of systemic change. Resources need to be allocated to support that.
Culture Declares Emergency urges ACE to prioritise the importance it claims to give to the 
emergency throughout its new 10-year strategy.  Without this, there is a real danger ACE 
will be left behind.

CultuCulture Declares Emergency urges ACE to declare a Climate and Ecological Emergency and 
offers all heads, hearts and hands in support of such a declaration. There is a bold opportunity 
to be grasped.10 years is the maximum window of opportunity we have to radically turn things 
around so as to avoid dangerous and potentially catastrophic and existential levels of climate 
change. This radical change will be led by artists and cultural practitioners whether ACE 
accompanies them or falls behind. 

                                                                                        How great if we could all travel together!

                                                                                                             Cultu                                                                                                             Culture Declares Emergency
                                                                                                             Anchor Circle

                                                    “I see art and creativity as absolutely central to winning and 
                                                     sustaining  people. This is hard work, and people need to be fed  
                                                     as full human beings not just with food, but their spirits need to 
                                                     be fed as well.                                                      be fed as well. Art keeps people in movements because it gives us  
                                                     moments of beauty, release and community.” 
  
                                                                                                             Naomi Klein


